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ABSTRACT
An object of the present invention is to provide a scale removal system capable of effectively avoiding a disadvantage that a scale is deposited on electrodes and a load, the system includes at least a pair of electrodes which are submerged into for-treatment water to electrochemically treat the for-treatment water, and a scale collection unit (a filter) disposed on a downstream side of the electrodes, the for-treatment water passed through the filter is split into flows, one flow is supplied to the load, then combined with the for-treatment water from the electrodes and returned to an inlet side of the scale collection unit, and the other flow is returned to an inlet side of the electrodes.
SCALE REMOVAL SYSTEM

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates to a system to remove a scale from water to be treated (hereinafter “water to be treated” will be referred to as “for-treatment water”).

[0002] Hereinafter, for a purpose of removal of microorganism viruses, bacteria and the like, a device is proposed in which for-treatment water is electrochemically treated to produce electrolytic water, and the water is supplied to a load to remove the bacteria and the like. For example, in an air bacteria removal device, the for-treatment water is electrochemically treated to produce the electrolytic water by electrolytic treatment means including a pair of electrodes, this electrolytic water is supplied to an element (a gas-liquid contact member) as a load to bring the water into contact with air in a bacteria removal space which is circulated through the element, whereby the bacteria are removed from the air in the bacteria removal space.

[0003] However, when the for-treatment water is electrochemically treated in this manner, a problem has occurred that scale components such as silica, magnesium and calcium included in the for-treatment water are precipitated as a scale. A large part of the precipitated scale is deposited on the electrodes, but a part of the scale might flow out of the electrolytic treatment means, and might be deposited on pipes, the load and the like. In this case, when the device is used as the air bacteria removal device, a problem occurs that wettability of the element deteriorates owing to the scale, and life of the element remarkably shortens. When the device is used in a cooling tower or the like, a problem occurs that the scale is precipitated on the surface of a condenser (a cooling section) to remarkably deteriorate a cooling capability.

[0004] To avoid such disadvantages, a device is developed in which scale collection means such as a precipitation tank and a filter are disposed between the electrolytic treatment means and the load to collect the scale which has flowed out of the electrolytic treatment means and the scale which has peeled from the electrodes by reversing polarity (e.g., see Japanese Patent Application Laid-Open No. 2001-259690).

[0005] However, in the above conventional constitution, the peeled scale might be deposited on a pipe which connects the electrolytic treatment means to the scale collection means to clog the pipe. In addition, when the scale is accumulated on the scale collection means and resultantly the means is clogged, a problem occurs that circulation of the electrolytic water is disturbed. Furthermore, to peel the scale deposited on the electrodes, the polarity needs to be reversed as described above, but a peeling operation of the scale components by this reverse of the polarity is a factor for deterioration of the electrodes. Therefore, an operation has been requested to be performed without performing the polarity reverse if possible.

[0006] Furthermore, since the electrolytic water is further condensed at a load such as the element or the condenser, a problem occurs that the scale is generated even by condensation of the electrolytic water at the load. In addition, a disadvantage is caused that the scale generated at the load is fed into the electrolytic treatment means and deposited on the electrodes to remarkably shorten the life of the electrodes.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0007] The present invention has been developed to solve such conventional technology problem, and an object is to provide a scale removal system capable of effectively avoiding a disadvantage that a scale is deposited on electrodes and a load.

[0008] A scale removal system of a first invention is configured to remove a scale from for-treatment water which is supplied to a load in a circulating manner, comprises at least a pair of electrodes which are submerged into the for-treatment water to electrochemically treat the for-treatment water; and scale collection means disposed on a downstream side of the electrodes, and is characterized in that the for-treatment water passed through the scale collection means is split into two flows, one flow is supplied to the load, then combined with the for-treatment water from the electrodes and returned to an inlet side of the scale collection means, and the other flow is returned to an inlet side of the electrodes.

[0009] A scale removal system of a second invention is characterized in that the first invention further comprises a channel through which the for-treatment water bypasses the scale collection means.

[0010] A scale removal system of a third invention is characterized in that the first or second invention further comprises hypochlorous acid resolving means for resolving hypochlorous acid in the for-treatment water.

[0011] A scale removal system of a fourth invention is characterized in that in the third invention, the electrochemical treatment by the electrodes is performed on predetermined conditions and that the hypochlorous acid resolving means is operated in a state in which the electrochemical treatment is not performed.

[0012] According to the first invention, the scale removal system configured to remove the scale from the for-treatment water which is supplied to a load in a circulating manner comprises at least a pair of electrodes which are submerged into the for-treatment water to electrochemically treat the for-treatment water; and the scale collection means disposed on the downstream side of the electrodes. The for-treatment water passed through the scale collection means is split into two flows, one flow is supplied to the load, then combined with the for-treatment water from the electrodes and returned to the inlet side of the scale collection means, and the other flow is returned to the inlet side of the electrodes. The for-treatment water to be circulated through the electrodes and the for-treatment water to be circulated through the load are combined and passed through the scale collection means, so that the scale generated by the electrodes can be collected by the scale collection means before the scale is circulated through the load. The scale generated by condensing the for-treatment water at the load is not passed through the electrodes, and can be collected by the scale collection means.

[0013] In consequence, a disadvantage that the scale is deposited on the load can be avoided. Moreover, the scale is not easily generated at the electrodes, and a disadvantage that the scale is deposited on both of the electrodes and the load can effectively be avoided.

[0014] According to the second invention, the first invention further comprises the channel through which the for-
treatment water bypasses the scale collection means. Therefore, even when the scale collection means is clogged, circulation of the for-treatment water can be secured.

According to the third invention, the first or second invention further comprises the hypochlorous acid resolving means for resolving hypochlorous acid in the for-treatment water. Therefore, the hypochlorous acid resolving means can prevent a disadvantage that a concentration of hypochlorous acid generated by the electrochemical treatment by the electrodes becomes excessively high.

Especially, in a case where the electrochemical treatment by the electrodes is performed on the predetermined conditions and that the hypochlorous acid resolving means is operated in a state in which the electrochemical treatment is not performed as in the fourth invention, the concentration of hypochlorous acid can be initialized at a time when the electrochemical treatment is stopped.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a schematic constitution diagram of a scale collection system according to one embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 2 is a system diagram of the scale collection system shown in FIG. 1;

FIG. 3 is a system diagram of a scale collection system according to another embodiment (a second embodiment) of the present invention;

FIG. 4 is a timing chart of an operation of the scale collection system shown in FIG. 3;

FIG. 5 is another system diagram of the scale collection system according to the second embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 6 is a system diagram of a scale collection system according to a further embodiment (a third embodiment) of the present invention;

FIG. 7 is a timing chart of an operation of the scale collection system shown in FIG. 5;

FIG. 8 is a system diagram schematically showing a scale collection system according to a fourth embodiment of the present invention; and

FIG. 9 is a system diagram schematically showing a scale collection system according to a fifth embodiment of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

The present invention has been developed in order to effectively remove a scale which has heretofore been deposited on electrodes and a load to shorten life of both the electrodes and the load. A purpose of effectively avoiding a disadvantage that the scale is deposited on the electrodes and the load is realized by a system which includes at least a pair of electrodes which are submerged into for-treatment water to electrochemically treat the for-treatment water, and scale collection means disposed on a downstream side of the electrodes and in which the for-treatment water passed through the scale collection means is split into flows, one flow is supplied to the load, then combined with the for-treatment water from the electrodes and returned to an inlet side of the scale collection means, and the other flow is returned to an inlet side of the electrodes. Embodiments of the present invention will hereinafter be described in detail with reference to the drawings.

Embodiment 1

FIG. 1 shows a schematic constitution diagram of a scale collection system according to one embodiment of the present invention, and FIG. 2 shows a system diagram of the scale collection system shown in FIG. 1, respectively. In the present embodiment, the scale collection system of the present invention is applied to an air bacteria removal device VW. Therefore, a load of the present invention corresponds to an element of the air bacteria removal device VW.

The air bacteria removal device VW of the present embodiment includes a water reception tray 2 as a water storage section, an element 3 (corresponding to the load of the present invention) disposed on an upper surface of this water reception tray 2, an electrolytic cell 11, electrolytic treatment means 4 including a pair of electrodes 12, 13 (the electrodes are not shown in FIG. 1) and the like, scale collection means 5 disposed on a downstream side (an outlet side) of the electrolytic treatment means 4, and a pump P which circulates water (for-treatment water).

The element 3 is a gas-liquid contact section for bringing electrolytic water (the for-treatment water) treated by the electrolytic treatment means 4 into contact with air in a bacteria removal space, and is a filter member having a honeycomb structure. In the structure, it is assumed that a large gas-liquid contact area is secured, water can be retained, and the element is not easily clogged. That is, this element 3 is formed by bonding, for example, a bent waveform-like material and a flat-plate-like material, and formed into a honeycomb shape as a whole. In these materials, there is used a material having little reactivity to the electrolytic water, that is, a material which is scarcely deteriorated by the electrolytic water, for example, a polyolefin resin based material, a PET resin based material, a vinyl chloride resin based material, a fluororesin based material, a ceramic resin based material or the like.

Moreover, a fan (not shown) is installed on the side of one surface of the element 3, and is constituted so that air in the bacteria removal space can be blown to the element 3. The water reception tray 2 is disposed under this element 3 so that the reception tray 2 can receive the for-treatment water passed through the element 3.

The scale collection means 5 is disposed in the water reception tray 2. The scale collection means 5 of the present embodiment includes a filter 6 which has such a water passing property that water (the for-treatment water) can be distributed and which is capable of trapping an only scale included in the water (in the for-treatment water). This filter 6 of the scale collection means 5 separates the inside of the water reception tray 2 into a space 2A positioned right under the element 3 and a space 2B to which one end of a pipe 7 opens. The pipe is connected to the circulation pump P for pumping up the for-treatment water from the water reception tray 2. A water surface of the for-treatment water stored in the water reception tray 2 is usually set so as to be positioned below a height dimension of the filter 6. That is, during a usual operation, all the for-treatment water allowed
to drip from the element 3 into the space 2A of the water reception tray 2 passes through this filter 6 (the scale collection means 5) to enter the space 2B, and is pumped up from the pipe 7 which opens in this space 2B.

Moreover, the height dimension of the filter 6 is set to be smaller than that of a wall surface of the water reception tray 2. Therefore, when the filter 6 is clogged, that is, the for-treatment water cannot be distributed via the filter 6 owing to a scale trapped with the filter 6, a channel (a channel 17 shown by a broken line in FIG. 2) is constituted so that the for-treatment water in the space 2A bypasses the space 2B from the upside of the filter 6. That is, since the water surface of the for-treatment water stored in the water reception tray 2 is usually positioned below an upper end of the element 3 as described above, all the for-treatment water allowed to drip into the space 2A of the water reception tray 2 from the element 3 enters the space 2B via this filter 6. However, if the filter 6 is clogged, the filter 6 disturbs the distribution of the for-treatment water in the water reception tray 2, and the for-treatment water in the space 2A does not flow through the space 2B of the water reception tray 2, and is stored in the space 2A. Furthermore, when the for-treatment water stored in the space 2A is accumulated beyond the height dimension of the filter 6, the for-treatment water in the space 2A flows through an upper portion of the filter 6 into the space 2B.

Moreover, the water reception tray 2 is connected to a water supply pipe 15 for supplying water (supplementary water) from tap water or the like so that the water can be supplied into the space 2B of the water reception tray 2 on a downstream side of the filter 6 (the scale collection means 5). The water reception tray 2 is also connected to a pipe 10 from the electrolytic treatment means 4 described later so that the for-treatment water electrolytically treated by the electrolytic treatment means 4 can be supplied into the space 2A of the water reception tray 2 on an upstream side (an inlet side) of the filter 6. That is, it is constituted that the for-treatment water electrolytically treated by the electrolytic treatment means 4 is combined with the for-treatment water supplied to the element 3 in the space 2A of the water reception tray 2.

On the other hand, the pipe 7 having one end opened into the water of the space 2B of the water reception tray 2 is connected to the circulation pump P, the pipe 7 which has exited from the circulation pump P is branched into two pipes, and one pipe 8 opens at an upper end of the element 3 and is constituted so that the water can be supplied to the element. The other branched pipe 9 is connected to the electrolytic cell 11 of the electrolytic treatment means 4, and one end of the pipe 9 opens in the for-treatment water of the electrolytic cell 11.

This electrolytic treatment means 4 includes the electrolytic cell 11 and the pair of electrodes 12, 13 (an electrolytic unit), and the electrodes 12, 13 are disposed in the electrolytic cell 11 so that the electrodes can be submerged into the for-treatment water stored in the electrolytic cell 11 to energize the for-treatment water. Specifically, in the present embodiment, the electrodes 12, 13 are energized, whereby the for-treatment water in the electrolytic cell 11 is electrolyzed (electrochemically treated) to produce active oxygen species such as hypochlorous acid. Here, the active oxygen species include oxygen molecules having oxidation activity higher than that of usual oxygen, and relevant substances thereof. Additionally, they further include active oxygen substances in a so-called narrow sense, for example, super oxide anion, singlet oxygen, hydroxyl radical and hydrogen peroxide as well as active oxygen substances in a so-called broad sense, for example, ozone or hypohalogen acid.

The electrodes 12, 13 are electrode plates each including a base made of titanium (Ti) and a coat layer of iridium (Ir) or platinum (Pt). When the for-treatment water is energized by the electrodes 12, 13, the following reaction occurs in the cathode electrode:

\[
4\text{H}^+ + 4\text{e}^- + 4\text{OH}^- \rightarrow 2\text{H}_2\text{O} + 4\text{OH}^- ,
\]

and the following reaction occurs in the anode electrode:

\[
\text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow 4\text{H}^+ + 1/2\text{O}_2 + 4\text{e}^- .
\]

Moreover, chloride ions (added beforehand to the for-treatment water) included in water reacts as follows:

\[
2\text{Cl}^- \rightarrow \text{Cl}_2 + 2\text{e}^- .
\]

Furthermore, \( \text{Cl}_2 \) reacts with water as follows:

\[
\text{Cl}_2 + \text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow \text{HClO} + \text{HCl} .
\]

In this constitution, when the electrodes 12, 13 are energized, hypochlorous acid (HClO) having large germicidal power is produced, and supplied to the element 3 via the filter 6, so that propagation of germs at this element 3 can be prevented. Air can be blown to the element 3 with the fan to inactivate viruses floating in the air passed through the element 3. When the air passes through the element 3, odor reacts with hypochlorous acid in the for-treatment water, and is ionized, dissolved and removed from the air, whereby the air is deodorized. It is assumed in the present embodiment that electrolysis at the electrodes 12, 13 of the electrolytic treatment means 4 is executed on predetermined conditions. As the predetermined conditions, for example, it is assumed that the electrolysis is executed for ten minutes at predetermined time intervals of, for example, 30 minutes so that a concentration of hypochlorous acid included in the for-treatment water (the electrolytic water) stored in the electrolytic cell 11 or supplied to the element 3 maintains a predetermined value (e.g., 2 PPM to 10 PPM).

Moreover, the pipe 10 is connected to the electrolytic cell 11, one end of the pipe 10 opens in the for-treatment water stored in the electrolytic cell 11, and the for-treatment water electrolyzed in the electrolytic cell 11 can be taken from the pipe 10 by an operation of the circulation pump P.

Next, an operation of the air bacteria removal device VW including the scale removal system of the present embodiment constituted as described above will be described. First, when power of the air bacteria removal device VW is turned on, the circulation pump P is driven, and simultaneously the energization of the electrodes 12, 13 of the electrolytic treatment means 4 is started. In consequence, the for-treatment water is electrolyzed in the electrolytic cell 11 to produce the electrolytic water (the for-treatment water) including hypochlorous acid (an electrochemical treatment).

Then, when the circulation pump P is operated, the for-treatment water (the electrolytic water) produced in the electrolytic cell 11 enters the pipe 10 from the one end of the
pipe which opens in the for-treatment water of the electrolytic cell 11, and reaches the space 2A of the water reception tray 2 on the upstream side (the inlet side) of the filter 6. The for-treatment water of the space 2A flows into the space 2B via the filter 6, enters the pipe 7 from the one end of the pipe which opens in the space 2B, passes through the circulation pump P, and is then split into two flows, and one of the flows is supplied to the element 3 via the pipe 8.

[0041] On the other hand, simultaneously with the start of the energization of the electrodes 12, 13, the fan (not shown) disposed on the side of one surface of the element 3 is started, whereby the air in the bacteria removal space accelerated with the fan and sucked is supplied to the element 3. Then, after the air in the bacteria removal space comes in contact with hypochlorous acid included in the for-treatment water allowed to drip down to the element 3, and the air is discharged into the bacteria removal space. Hypochlorous acid has a function of destroying and eliminating (removing) virus surface protein (spike) which is indispensable for infection of influenza in a case where, for example, influenza virus invades the air in the bacteria removal space. In a case where this protein is destroyed, the influenza virus does not bond to a receptor of an infectee, which is necessary for the infection of the virus. In consequence, the infection is inhibited. When the air in the bacteria removal space is supplied to the element 3 and brought into contact with the for-treatment water supplied to the element 3, the bacteria can be removed from the air by hypochlorous acid included in the for-treatment water.

[0042] On the other hand, the for-treatment water is condensed at the element 3, and returned into the space 2A of the water reception tray 2 on the upstream side (the inlet side) of the filter 6. In consequence, the water combines with the for-treatment water electrolyzed by the electrolytic treatment means 4 and allowed to flow into the space 2A via the pipe 10. At this time, the for-treatment water from the element 3 is condensed at the element 3 to bring the water into a state in which the scale is easily generated, and the water enters the space 2A of the water reception tray 2. Similarly, the scale generated from the for-treatment water by the electrolysis at the electrolytic treatment means 4 is deposited on the electrodes 12, 13, but a part of the scale flows out of the electrolytic cell 11 without being deposited on the electrodes 12, 13, and enters the space 2A of the water reception tray 2.

[0043] Therefore, the for-treatment water combined in this space 2A has the state in which the scale is easily generated, or a state in which the scale has been generated. Then, the for-treatment water is passed through the filter 6, whereby the scale in the for-treatment water is collected by the filter 6.

[0044] Subsequently, the for-treatment water from which the scale has been removed by the filter 6 then flows out of the water reception tray 2 via the space 2B and is split into two flows. After one of the flows is supplied to the element 3 as described above, the flow returns to the space 2A of the water reception tray 2 on the upstream side (the inlet side) of the filter 6 as described above. This cycle is repeated. The other split flow of the for-treatment water returns to the inlet side of the electrolytic treatment means 4.

[0045] The for-treatment water to be supplied to the electrolytic treatment means 4 and the for-treatment water to be supplied to the element 3 are combined and passed through the filter 6, whereby the scale generated by the electrolytic treatment means 4 can be collected by the filter 6 before the scale is supplied to the element 3. In consequence, a disadvantage that the scale is deposited on the element 3, wettability of the element 3 deteriorates and the life remarkably shortens can be avoided as much as possible.

[0046] Especially, in the present invention, the scale collection means 5 is disposed after a place where the for-treatment water from the electrolytic treatment means 4 and the for-treatment water from the element 3 are combined. Therefore, since the scale generated by condensing the for-treatment water at the element 3 is not fed to the electrolytic treatment means 4 as it is and the scale directly flows into the scale collection means 5, the scale can be collected by the filter 6 of the scale collection means 5. Therefore, the generation of the scale at the electrodes 12, 13 is also delayed, and the scale which has heretofore been generated at the electrodes is not easily generated. In consequence, since the reverse of the polarity as the factor for the deterioration of the electrodes 12, 13 can be reduced as much as possible, durability of the electrodes 12, 13 improves, and the life can be lengthened.

[0047] It is to be noted that the electrolysis at the electrodes 12, 13 of the electrolytic treatment means 4 is performed on the predetermined conditions (e.g., for ten minutes at intervals of 30 minutes so that the concentration of hypochlorous acid of the for-treatment water to be supplied into the electrolytic cell 11 or the element 3 maintains a range of 2 PPM to 10 PPM). Since the for-treatment water scale is deposited on the cathode-side electrode (one of the electrodes 12, 13) owing to such electrolysis, the polarity is reversed at a constant period. That is, when the electrolyses are performed as much as predetermined times (e.g., ten times), the polarity of the electrodes 12, 13 is reversed. Therefore, the scale deposited on the cathode-side electrode is peeled. The scale peeled from the electrodes flows into the space 2A of the water reception tray 2 together with the for-treatment water, and is collected while the scale passes through the filter 6. In this manner, even the scale peeled from the electrodes by reversing the polarity can be collected by the filter 6.

[0048] On the other hand, if a large amount of scale is deposited on the filter 6 and the water cannot be circulated through the filter 6, the for-treatment water that has flowed into the space 2A from the electrolytic treatment means 4 and the element 3 does not flow through the space 2B of the water reception tray 2, and is stored in the space 2A. Subsequently, when the for-treatment water stored in the space 2A is accumulated beyond a height dimension of the filter 6, the for-treatment water in the space 2A flows through an upper portion of the filter 6, that is, overflows to flow into the space 2B. When the for-treatment water cannot be circulated via the filter 6 in this manner, the channel 17 is constituted so that the for-treatment water in the space 2A bypasses the space 2B from the upside of the filter 6. Therefore, even if the filter 6 is clogged, the circulation of the for-treatment water can be secured until such scale with which the filter 6 is clogged is removed.

[0049] As described above in detail, according to the present invention, the disadvantage that the scale is deposited on the element 3 is avoided, the scale is not easily
generated in the electrodes of the electrolytic treatment means 4, and the disadvantage that the scale is deposited on both of the electrodes and the element 3 can effectively be avoided. Furthermore, even if the filter 6 is clogged with the scale, the for-treatment water overflows the filter 6. Therefore, the circulation of the for-treatment water can be secured.

**Embodiment 2**

[0050] Next, a scale collection system of another embodiment (a second embodiment) will be described with reference to FIG. 3. In the embodiment, the scale collection system is applied to an air bacteria removal device VW in the same manner as in Embodiment 1. FIG. 3 is a system diagram of the scale collection system of the present embodiment. It is to be noted that in FIG. 3, components denoted with the same reference numerals as those of FIGS. 1 and 2 produce similar effects and perform functions, and hence description thereof is omitted here.

[0051] In FIG. 3, reference numeral 20 denotes a resolving catalyst as hypochlorous acid resolving means. The resolving catalyst 20 of the present embodiment includes a catalyst which resolves hypochlorous acid in the for-treatment water, and is disposed along a pipe 22. The pipe 22 is one of pipes branched from a pipe 9A, one end of the pipe branched from the pipe 9A extends via the pipe 22, and the other end of the pipe is connected to a middle portion of a pipe 9B on an upstream side (an inlet side) of electrolytic treatment means 4. On the upstream side (the inlet side) of the resolving catalyst 20 of the pipe 22, a valve device 24 (e.g., an electromagnetic valve or the like) is disposed, whereby inflow of for-treatment water into the resolving catalyst 20 on a downstream side (an outlet side) of the valve device 24 is controlled.

[0052] In the present embodiment, the valve device 24 is usually totally closed to disturb the inflow of the for-treatment water into the resolving catalyst 20 disposed on the downstream side (the outlet side) of the valve device 24. Moreover, the valve device 24 is opened for an only predetermined time immediately before energization of electrodes 12, 13 of the electrolytic treatment means 4 is started, and the for-treatment water is controlled so as to flow into the resolving catalyst 20.

[0053] Next, an operation of the air bacteria removal device VW including a scale removal system of the present embodiment constituted as described above will be described with reference to a timing chart shown in FIG. 4. First, when power of the air bacteria removal device VW is turned on, the energization of the electrodes 12, 13 of the electrolytic treatment means 4 is started (electrolysis ON shown in FIG. 4), and a circulation pump P is simultaneously started (a state of pump ON shown in FIG. 4). At this time, the valve device 24 is closed to disturb the inflow of the for-treatment water into the resolving catalyst 20 (a state to close the valve as shown in FIG. 4). In consequence, the for-treatment water which has flowed out of the circulation pump P and has been split to flow into the pipe 9A does not flow through the resolving catalyst 20, and flows into an electrolytic cell 11 via the pipe 9B.

[0054] Subsequently, the for-treatment water is electrolyzed in the electrolytic cell 11 and then electrolytic water (the for-treatment water) including hypochlorous acid (an electrochemical treatment). The circulation pump P is operated to allow the for-treatment water (the electrolytic water) produced in the electrolytic cell 11 to enter a pipe 10 from one end of the pipe which opens in the for-treatment water of the electrolytic cell 11, and the water reaches a space 2A of a water reception tray 2 on the upstream side (the inlet-side) of a filter 6. The for-treatment water in the space 2A flows through the filter 6 into a space 2B, enters a pipe 7 from one end of the pipe which opens in this space 2B, passes through the circulation pump P, and is then split into two flows, whereby one of the flows is supplied to an element 3 via a pipe 8.

[0055] On the other hand, simultaneously with the start of the energization of the electrodes 12, 13, a fan (not shown) disposed on the side of one surface of the element 3 is started, whereby air in a bacteria removal space accelerated with the fan and sucked is supplied to the element 3. Subsequently, bacteria are removed from the air in the bacteria removal space as described in detail in the above embodiment.

[0056] On the other hand, the for-treatment water is condensed at the element 3 to return into the space 2A of the water reception tray 2 on the upstream side (the inlet side) of the filter 6. In consequence, the water combines with the for-treatment water treated by the electrolytic treatment means 4 and allowed to flow into the space 2A via the pipe 10. At this time, the for-treatment water from the element 3 is condensed at the element 3 to bring the water into a state in which a scale is easily generated; and the water enters the space 2A of the water reception tray 2. Similarly, the scale generated from the for-treatment water by the electrolysis at the electrolytic treatment means 4 is deposited on the electrodes, but a part of the scale flows out of the electrolytic cell 11 without being deposited on the electrodes, and enters the space 2A of the water reception tray 2.

[0057] Therefore, the for-treatment water combined in this space 2A has the state in which the scale is easily generated, or a state in which the scale has been generated. Then, the for-treatment water is passed through the filter 6, whereby the scale in the for-treatment water can be collected by the filter 6.

[0058] Subsequently, the for-treatment water from which the scale has been removed by the filter 6 then flows out of the water reception tray 2 via the space 2B and is split into two flows. After one of the flows is supplied to the element 3 as described above, the flow returns to the space 2A of the water reception tray 2 on the upstream side (the inlet side) of the filter 6 as described above. This cycle is repeated. The other split flow of the for-treatment water returns to the inlet side of the electrolytic treatment means 4 via the pipes 9A and 9B as described above.

[0059] On the other hand, with lapse of a predetermined time after the energization of the electrodes 12, 13 is started, the energization is stopped (electrolysis OFF shown in FIG. 4). At this time, the circulation pump P is continued to be operated (pump ON shown in FIG. 4), and the valve device 24 is closed (a state to close the valve as shown in FIG. 4).

[0060] Moreover, it is assumed that the electrolysis at the electrodes 12, 13 is performed on predetermined conditions, for example, for ten minutes at predetermined intervals of, for example, 30 minutes so that a concentration of hypochlo-
uous acid of the for-treatment water (the electrolytic water) to be supplied into the electrolytic cell 11 or the element 3 maintains a predetermined value (e.g., 2 PPM to 10 PPM). In this case, with elapse of a predetermined time immediately before the energization of the electrodes 12, 13 is started, for example, with elapse of 25 minutes after the energization is stopped, the valve device 24 is opened for five minutes until the energization of the electrodes 12, 13 is started (valve open state shown in FIG. 4). In consequence, a part of the for-treatment water which has flowed out of the circulation pump P to be split and has flowed into the pipe 9A flows into the resolving catalyst 20 through the pipe 22. At this time, hypochlorous acid in the for-treatment water is resolved while passing through the resolving catalyst 20.

[0061] In this manner, the operation of opening the valve device 24 to pass, through the resolving catalyst 20, a part of the for-treatment water which has flowed into the pipe 9A is repeated, whereby all hypochlorous acid produced by the previous electrolysis can be resolved to initialize the concentration of hypochlorous acid before the next energization of the electrodes 12, 13 of the electrolytic treatment means 4 is started. In a case where such hypochlorous acid resolving treatment means capable of resolving hypochlorous acid in the scale removal system is not disposed, hypochlorous acid produced by the electrolytic treatment means 4, supplied to the element 3 and left without reacting with microorganism viruses, bacterial or the like at the element is gradually accumulated. Therefore, the concentration of hypochlorous acid in the for-treatment water increases, and this is not preferable from a viewpoint of durability of the air bacteria removal device VW.

[0062] However, when the hypochlorous acid resolving means (the resolving catalyst 20 in the embodiment) is disposed and operated as in the present invention, hypochlorous acid in the for-treatment water can be resolved to avoid the above-mentioned disadvantage in advance. Especially, as in the present embodiment, the energization of the electrodes 12, 13 of the electrolytic treatment means 4 is stopped to operate the resolving catalyst 20 in a state in which the electrolysis is not performed, whereby hypochlorous acid can be resolved without influencing removal of bacteria from air to avoid a disadvantage that the concentration of hypochlorous acid in the for-treatment water excessively increases.

[0063] It is to be noted that in FIG. 3, the valve device 24 is disposed along the pipe 22 on the upstream side (the inlet side) of the resolving catalyst 20 to control opening/closing of the valve device 24, whereby inflow of the for-treatment water into the resolving catalyst 20 is controlled. However, as shown in FIG. 5, a three-way valve 25 may be installed at a branch point of a pipe 9A so that the three-way valve controls inflow of for-treatment water into a pipe 22.

[0064] In this case, the three-way valve 25 is usually controlled so that the pipe 9A is allowed to communicate with a pipe 9B to disturb inflow into the pipe 22 and so that the pipe 9A is allowed to communicate with the pipe 22 for an only predetermined time immediately before energization of electrodes 12, 13 of electrolytic treatment means 4 is started, to allow the for-treatment water to flow into the pipe 22.

[0065] A specific operation will be described with reference to the timing chart of FIG. 4. It is to be noted that this case is the same as the above case where the valve device 24 is used except the operation of the three-way valve 25, and hence the only operation of the three-way valve 25 will briefly be described. First, when power of an air bacteria removal device VW is turned on, the energization of the electrodes 12, 13 of the electrolytic treatment means 4 is started (electrolysis ON shown in FIG. 4), and a circulation pump P is simultaneously started (pump ON state shown in FIG. 4). At this time, the three-way valve 25 allows the pipe 9A to communicate with the pipe 9B, and inflow of for-treatment water into the pipe 22 is disturbed (a state to close the valve as shown in FIG. 4). In consequence, the for-treatment water which has flowed from the circulation pump P to be split and has flowed into the pipe 9A does not flow through a resolving catalyst 20, and flows into an electrolytic cell 11 via the pipe 9B.

[0066] Subsequently, with elapse of a predetermined time after the energization of the electrodes 12, 13 is started, the energization is stopped (electrolysis OFF shown in FIG. 4). At this time, the circulation pump P is continued to be operated (pump ON shown in FIG. 4), and the three-way valve 25 similarly allows the pipe 9A to communicate with the pipe 9B (a state to close the valve as shown in FIG. 4).

[0067] Subsequently, it is assumed that the electrolysis at the electrodes 12, 13 is performed on predetermined conditions, for example, for ten minutes at predetermined intervals of, for example, 30 minutes so that a concentration of hypochlorous acid of the for-treatment water (the electrolytic water) to be supplied into the electrolytic cell 11 or an element 3 maintains a predetermined value (e.g., 2 PPM to 10 PPM). In this case, with elapse of a predetermined time immediately before the energization of the electrodes 12, 13 is started, for example, with elapse of 25 minutes after the energization is stopped, the three-way valve 25 is controlled so as to allow the pipe 9A to communicate with the pipe 22 for five minutes until the energization of the electrodes 12, 13 is started (valve open state shown in FIG. 4). In consequence, the for-treatment water which has flowed out of the circulation pump P to be split and has flowed into the pipe 9A enters the pipe 22 and passes through the resolving catalyst 20. At this time, hypochlorous acid in the for-treatment water is resolved while passing through the resolving catalyst 20.

[0068] In this manner, all hypochlorous acid produced by the previous electrolysis can be resolved to initialize the concentration of hypochlorous acid before the next energization of the electrodes 12, 13 of the electrolytic treatment means 4 is started.

Embodiment 3

[0069] It is to be noted that in a case where a thermal catalyst such as nickel oxide is used as a resolving catalyst 20, that is, a catalyst is used which does not resolve hypochlorous acid in for-treatment water at ordinary temperature and which is heated to a predetermined temperature to perform a catalyst function and resolve hypochlorous acid in the for-treatment water, unlike Embodiment 2, the pipe 22 and the three-way valve 25 are not disposed. As shown in FIG. 6, the resolving catalyst 20 can be interposed along a pipe 9. In this case, heating means (e.g., a heater 27) capable of heating the resolving catalyst 20 to the predetermined temperature is attached to the resolving catalyst 20. It is to
be noted that in a case where nickel oxide is used as the resolving catalyst 20, since the catalyst is heated at 40°C to 70°C, to perform a resolving function, energization of the heater 27 needs to be controlled so that nickel oxide is heated at a temperature of 40°C to 70°C.  

[0070] The energization of the heater 27 is executed while energization of electrodes 12, 13 is stopped (when electrolysis is not performed), that is, for a predetermined time before the energization of the electrodes 12, 13 is started.

[0071] Here, an operation will be described with reference to a timing chart shown in FIG. 7. First, when power of an air bacteria removal device VW is turned on, the energization of the electrodes 12, 13 of electrolytic treatment means 4 is started (electrolysis ON shown in FIG. 7). A circulation pump P is simultaneously started (a state of pump ON shown in FIG. 7). At this time, since the heater 27 is stopped (heater OFF shown in FIG. 7), hypochlorous acid in for-treatment water which has exited from the circulation pump P to enter the pipe 9 and passes through the resolving catalyst 20 flows into an electrolytic cell 11 without being resolved by the resolving catalyst 20.

[0072] Subsequently, in the electrolytic cell 11, the for-treatment water is electrolyzed to produce electrolytic water (the for-treatment water) including hypochlorous acid (an electrochemical treatment). When the circulation pump P is operated, the for-treatment water produced in the electrolytic cell 11 enters a pipe 10 from one end of the pipe which opens in the for-treatment water of the electrolytic cell 11, and enters a space 2A of a water reception tray 2 on an upstream side (an inlet side) of a filter 6. The for-treatment water in the space 2A flows into a space 2B via a pipe 7 from one end of the pipe which opens in the space 2B, passes through the circulation pump P, and then is split into two flows, and one of the flows is supplied to an element 3 via a pipe 8.

[0073] On the other hand, simultaneously with the start of the energization of the electrodes 12, 13, a fan (not shown) disposed on the side of one surface of the element 3 is started, whereby the air in a bacteria removal space accelerated with the fan and sucked is supplied to the element 3. Then, bacteria is removed from the air in the bacteria removal space as described above in the embodiment in more detail.

[0074] In addition, the for-treatment water is condensed at the element 3 to return into the space 2A of the water reception tray 2 on the upstream side (the inlet side) of the filter 6. In consequence, the for-treatment water combines with for-treatment water treated by electrolytic treatment means 4 and allowed to flow into the space 2A via the pipe 10. At this time, the for-treatment water from the element 3 is condensed at the element 3 to bring the water into a state in which a scale is easily generated, and the water enters the space 2A of the water reception tray 2. Similarly, the scale generated from the for-treatment water by the electrolysis at the electrolytic treatment means 4 is deposited on the electrodes, but a part of the scale flows out of the electrolytic cell 11 without being deposited on the electrodes, and enters the space 2A of the water reception tray 2.

[0075] Therefore, the for-treatment water combined in this space 2A has the state in which the scale is easily generated, or a state in which the scale has been generated. Then, the for-treatment water is passed through the filter 6, whereby the scale in the for-treatment water can be collected by the filter 6.

[0076] Subsequently, the for-treatment water from which the scale has been removed by the filter 6 then flows out of the water reception tray 2 via the space 2B and is split into two flows. After one of the flows is supplied to the element 3 as described above, the flow returns to the space 2A of the water reception tray 2 on the upstream side (the inlet side) of the filter 6 as described above. This cycle is repeated. The other split flow of the for-treatment water returns to the inlet side of the electrolytic treatment means 4 via the pipe 9 and the resolving catalyst 20 as described above.

[0077] On the other hand, with elapse of a predetermined time after the energization of the electrodes 12, 13 is started, the energization is stopped (electrolysis OFF shown in FIG. 7). At this time, the circulation pump P is continued to be operated (pump ON), and the heater 27 is stopped (a state of heater OFF shown in FIG. 7).

[0078] Moreover, it is assumed that the electrolysis at the electrodes 12, 13 is performed on predetermined conditions, for example, for ten minutes at predetermined intervals of, for example, 30 minutes so that a concentration of hypochlorous acid of the for-treatment water (the electrolytic water) to be supplied into the electrolytic cell 11 or the element 3 maintains a predetermined value (e.g., 2 PPM to 10 PPM). In this case, with elapse of a predetermined time immediately before the energization of the electrodes 12, 13 is started, for example, with elapse of 25 minutes after the energization is stopped, the heater 27 is energized (a state of heater ON shown in FIG. 7) to heat the resolving catalyst 20 at a predetermined temperature for five minutes until the energization of the electrodes 12, 13 is started. In consequence, hypochlorous acid of the for-treatment water which has flowed out of the circulation pump P to be split and has flowed into the pipe 9 to pass through the resolving catalyst 20 is resolved by the resolving catalyst 20.

[0079] In consequence, in a state in which the electrolysis is not performed, the resolving catalyst 20 can be operated to initialize the concentration of hypochlorous acid in the for-treatment water in the same manner as in Embodiment 2, whereby hypochlorous acid can be resolved without influencing removal of bacteria from air to avoid a disadvantage that the concentration of hypochlorous acid in the for-treatment water excessively increases.

Embodiment 4

[0080] It is to be noted that in the above embodiments, a scale removal system of the present invention is applied to a air bacteria removal device VW, and an element of the air bacteria removal device VW is a load of the present invention. However, the scale removal system of the present invention is not limited to the air bacteria removal device VW, and may effectively be used in another device. For example, the system can be applied to, for example, a cooling tower which cools an object to be cooled with cooling water or a humidifier. In a case where the scale removal system is applied to the cooling tower, a load corresponds to a condenser of the cooling tower. When the system is applied to the humidifier, the load corresponds to a humidifying element.
Next, one example of a case where the scale removal system of the present invention is applied to a cooling tower C will be described. In the cooling tower C, during non-use, a scale is easily generated from stored water (for-treatment water) circulated through the cooling tower. During use, the water (the for-treatment water) circulated through a circuit aggregates. Especially, water is condensed at a capacitor 30 (corresponding to a load of the present invention), thereby resulting in a situation in which a scale is easily generated from the water. Since the generated scale is easily deposited on surfaces (heat conduction surfaces) of pipes and the capacitor 30, it is preferable to use the scale removal system of the present invention in order to remove adverse influence of such generation of the scale. It is to be noted that in FIG. 8, components denoted with the same reference numerals as those of FIGS. 1 to 7 produce similar effects and perform similar functions, and hence description thereof is omitted here.

In FIG. 8, reference numeral 35 is a circuit through which cooling water (for-treatment water) flows. This circuit 35 is constituted by connecting electrolytic treatment means 4, load means 36, the cooling tower C, a water reception tray 2, scale collection means 5 disposed in the water reception tray 2, a circulation pump P and the like via pipes. That is, water supply source such as city water is connected to one end of a water supply pipe 15, the other end of the water supply pipe 15 opens in a space 2A of the water reception tray 2, and the circuit 35 is replenished with water (supplementary water) from this pipe.

The water reception tray 2 is provided with the scale collection means 5 including a filter 6 which has such a water passing property that water can be distributed and which is capable of trapping an only scale included in the water in the same manner as in the above embodiments, and the inside of the water reception tray 2 is separated into a space 2A side and a space 2B side. Furthermore, in the same manner as in the above embodiments, a water surface of water stored in the water reception tray 2 is usually set so as to be positioned below a height dimension of the filter 6.

An opening of the other end of the water supply pipe 15 is positioned in the space 2A of the water reception tray 2 so that the supplementary water from the water supply pipe 15 can be supplied. Moreover, an opening of the other end of a pipe 10 connected to an electrolytic cell 11 of the electrolytic treatment means 4 is positioned so that the for-treatment water electrolytically treated by the electrolytic treatment means 4 can be supplied via the pipe 10. A pipe 7 is connected to the space 2B, and one end of the pipe 7 opens at a bottom portion in the space 2B. One end of the pipe 7 is positioned at the bottom portion in the space 2B, the pipe passes through the circulation pump P, and the other end of the pipe is branched into two pipes. Furthermore, one branched pipe 8 reaches the cooling tower C via the load means 36, and opens on the upside of the capacitor 30 of the cooling tower C so that the water (the for-treatment water) can be supplied to the surface of the capacitor 30. The other branched pipe 9 is connected to the electrolytic cell 11 of the electrolytic treatment means 4 so that the water can be supplied into the electrolytic cell 11. Since a constitution of the electrolytic treatment means 4 is similar to that of the above embodiment, description thereof is omitted here.

The load means 36 applies a load to the for-treatment water to reduce a pressure of the water, and the for-treatment water is evaporated on the surface of the capacitor 30 in the cooling tower C disposed on a downstream side. The capacitor 30 in the cooling tower C is connected to a compressor, expansion means and an evaporator (not shown) via pipes to constitute, for example, a refrigeration cycle of an air conditioner.

An operation of the scale removal system of the present embodiment constituted as described above will be described. The circulation pump P is driven to simultaneously start energization of electrodes 12, 13 of the electrolytic treatment means 4. In consequence, the for-treatment water in the electrolytic cell 11 is electrolyzed to produce electrolytic water (the for-treatment water) including hypochlorous acid (an electrochemical treatment).

Subsequently, when the circulation pump P is operated, the for-treatment water (the electrolytic water) produced in the electrolytic cell 11 enters the pipe 10 from one end of the pipe which opens in the for-treatment water of the electrolytic cell 11, and enters the space 2A of the water reception tray 2 on the upstream side (the inlet side) of the filter 6. The for-treatment water in the space 2A flows into the space 2B through the filter 6, enters the pipe 7 from the other end of the pipe which opens in this space 2B, passes through the circulation pump P, and is then split into two flows. One flow flows into the pipe 8, a pressure of the flow is reduced by the load means 36 disposed along the pipe 8, and then discharged into the cooling tower C. A part of the water discharged into the cooling tower C absorbs heat from the capacitor 30 disposed in the cooling tower C to evaporate. On the other hand, a refrigerant flowing through the capacitor 30 performs heat exchange between the refrigerant and the for-treatment water to be cooled. Then, a part of the water (water vapor) evaporated in the cooling tower C returns to a liquid, and drips down into the space 2A of the water reception tray 2 together with water which has not evaporated in the cooling tower C. In consequence, the water is treated by the electrolytic treatment means 4, and combines with the for-treatment water which has flowed into the space 2A via the pipe 10.

At this time, the for-treatment water from the cooling tower C is evaporated in the cooling tower C to be condensed, brought into a state in which a scale is easily generated, and returns into the space 2A of the water reception tray 2. Similarly, the scale generated from the for-treatment water by the electrolysis by the electrolytic treatment means 4 is deposited on the cathode-side electrode 13, but a part of the scale is not deposited on the electrode 13, flows out of the electrolytic cell 11, and enters the space 2A of the water reception tray 2.

Therefore, the for-treatment water combined in this space 2A has the state in which the scale is easily generated, or a state in which the scale has been generated. Then, the for-treatment water is passed through the filter 6, whereby the scale in the for-treatment water can be collected by the filter 6.

Subsequently, the for-treatment water from which the scale has been removed by the filter 6 then flows out of the water reception tray 2 via the space 2B and is split into two flows. After one of the flows is supplied to the cooling tower C as described above, the other returns to the space 2A of the water reception tray 2 on the upstream side (the inlet side) of the filter 6 as described above. This cycle is
repeated. The other split flow of the for-treatment water returns to the inlet side of the electrolytic treatment means 4.

[0091] In this manner, the for-treatment water to be circulated through the electrolytic treatment means 4 and the for-treatment water to be circulated through the cooling tower C are combined and passed through the filter 6, whereby the scale generated by the electrolytic treatment means 4 can be collected by the filter 6 before the scale is circulated through the cooling tower C. In consequence, it is possible to eliminate, as much as possible, a disadvantage that the scale is deposited on the heat conduction surface which is the surface of the capacitor 30 of the cooling tower C to remarkably deteriorate a cooling capability.

[0092] Furthermore, according to the present invention, even the scale generated by evaporating and condensing the for-treatment water in the cooling tower C is not directly passed through the electrolytic treatment means 4, and can be collected by the filter 6, so that the scale is not easily generated in the electrode 13. In consequence, since the reverse of the polarity as the factor for the deterioration of the electrodes 12, 13 can be reduced as much as possible, durability of the electrodes 12, 13 improves, and the life can be lengthened.

[0093] It is to be noted that, with a predetermined time after the energization of the electrodes 12, 13 is started, the energization is stopped. Then, the electrolysis at the electrodes 12, 13 of the electrolytic treatment means 4 is performed on predetermined conditions, for example, for ten minutes at intervals of 30 minutes so that a concentration of hypochlorous acid of the for-treatment water to be supplied to the electrolytic cell 11 or the surface of the capacitor 30 maintains a range of 2 PPM to 10 PPM. Since the for-treatment water scale is deposited on the cathode-side electrode 13 by such electrochemical treatment, the polarity is reversed at a constant period. That is, when the electrolyses are performed as much as predetermined times (e.g., ten times), the polarities of the electrodes 12, 13 are reversed. In consequence, the scale deposited on the cathode-side electrode 13 is peeled. The scale peeled from the electrode 13 flows into the space 2A of the water reception tray 2 together with the for-treatment water, and is collected while the scale passes through the filter 6. In this manner, even the scale peeled from the electrode 13 by reversing the polarity can be collected by the filter 6.

[0094] It is to be noted that if a large amount of scale is deposited on the filter 6 and the water cannot be circulated through the filter 6, the for-treatment water that has flowed into the space 2A from the electrolytic treatment means 4 and the surface of the capacitor 30 does not flow through the space 2B of the water reception tray 2, and is stored in the space 2A. Subsequently, when the for-treatment water stored in the space 2A is accumulated beyond a height dimension of the filter 6, the water in the space 2A flows through an upper portion of the filter 6, that is, overflows to flow into the space 2B in the same manner as in the above embodiments. When the water cannot be circulated via the filter 6 in this manner, a channel (not shown in the present embodiment) is constituted so that the water in the space 2A bypasses the space 2B from the upside of the filter 6. Therefore, even if the filter 6 is clogged, the circulation of the for-treatment water can be secured until such scale with which the filter 6 is clogged is removed.

[0095] As described above in detail, even in a case where the scale removal system of the present invention is applied to the cooling tower C, the disadvantage that the scale is deposited on the surface of the capacitor 30 of the cooling tower C is avoided, the scale is not easily generated in the electrode 13, and the disadvantage that the scale is deposited on both of the electrode 13 and the capacitor 30 can effectively be avoided. Furthermore, even if the filter 6 is clogged with the scale, the for-treatment water overflows the filter 6. Therefore, the circulation of the for-treatment water can be secured.

Embodiment 5

[0096] Moreover, in Embodiment 4 described above, a filter 6 as scale collection means 5 is disposed in a water reception tray 2 to separate the water reception tray 2 into a space 2A side and a space 2B side, but the present invention is not limited to this constitution as long as for-treatment water supplied to a load (a capacitor 30 of a cooling tower C in Embodiment 4) is combined with for-treatment water from the scale collection means 5, and can be returned to an inlet side of the scale collection means 5. For example, as shown in FIG. 9, a container 40 whose bottom surface includes the filter 6 of the scale collection means 5 is arranged in the water reception tray 2 so as to combine the for-treatment water passed through the cooling tower C and the for-treatment water from the electrolytic treatment means 4 in the container 40. Even in this constitution, a similar effect can be obtained.

[0097] In this case, usually (i.e., when the filter 6 is not clogged with the scale), all the for-treatment water (the for-treatment water from the cooling tower C and the for-treatment water from electrolytic treatment means 4) combined in the container 40 is passed through the filter 6 of the scale collection means 5, and allowed to drip down to the water reception tray 2. Then, the for-treatment water in the water reception tray 2 is removed from a pipe 7 connected to a bottom portion of the water reception tray 2, and split into flows. One flow is supplied to the cooling tower C via load means 36. The other split flow of for-treatment water is supplied to the electrolytic treatment means 4.

[0098] It is to be noted that it is assumed that as the container 40, a container having such a sufficient diameter as to receive all the for-treatment water from the cooling tower C and having a diameter smaller than that of the water reception tray 2 is used. In consequence, when the filter 6 constituting the bottom portion of the container 40 is clogged with the scale, the for-treatment water cannot be circulated via the filter 6 and the for-treatment water overflows the container 40, the for-treatment water which has overflowed the container 40 constitutes a channel so that the water bypasses the filter 6 to flow through the water reception tray 2. Therefore, in the same manner as in the above embodiments, even if the filter 6 is clogged, the circulation of the for-treatment water can be secured until such scale with which the filter 6 is clogged is removed.

What is claimed is:

1. A scale removal system configured to remove a scale from for-treatment water which is supplied to a load in a circulating manner, the system comprising:
at least a pair of electrodes which are submerged into the for-treatment water to electrochemically treat the for-treatment water; and

scale collection means disposed on a downstream side of the electrodes,

wherein the for-treatment water passed through the scale collection means is split into flows, one flow is supplied to the load, then combined with the for-treatment water from the electrodes and returned to an inlet side of the scale collection means, and the other flow is returned to an inlet side of the electrodes.

2. The scale removal system according to claim 1, which further comprises:

- a channel through which the for-treatment water bypasses the scale collection means.

3. The scale removal system according to claim 1 or 2, which further comprises:

- hypochlorous acid resolving means for resolving hypochlorous acid in the for-treatment water.

4. The scale removal system according to claim 3, wherein the electrochemical treatment by the electrodes is performed on predetermined conditions, and the hypochlorous acid resolving means is operated in a state in which the electrochemical treatment is not performed.

* * * * *